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By John J. Yacono 

Opening-up 
Your Gates 

THINK TANK 

BY way of introduction, 
my name is John and 

happily I've been given the 
responsibility for Think Tank. 
I've been an avid elec
tronics tinkerer since I was a 
kid. To me there's nothing as 
much fun as being creative, 
except sharing creativity. So 
I'm really looking forward to 
reading and presenting 
your letters, and throwing in 
a few ideas of my own-so . 
lefs get to it. 

Before we jump into the 
mailbag, I'd like to share a 
little-off-the-beaten-path 
knowledge with you re
garding old TTL logic gates. 
Because of their internal cir
cuitry, you can sometimes 
reduce the number of TTL 
gates needed to do a cer
tain job in an unusual yet 
simple way, as I'll show you. 

I'll use the common NOR 
gate as an example. As you 
might know you can wire
up NOR gates in a variety of 
ways to make them simu
late other gates. The 
standard symbol for a NOR 
gate is shown in Fig. 1A and 
its truth table is shown in Fig. 
1B. In negative-logic terms, 
it is like a negative-input AND 

gate (see Fig. 1C). 
The simplest gate a NOR 
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Fig. 1. A NOR gate (A) only 
goes high when both inputs 
are low, as shown in B. That 
is just what a negative-logic; 

.AND gate (C) does. 

can imitate is an inverter, as 
shown in Fig. 2A. You just 
apply the input signal to 
both gate inputs, and its 
logical complement (in
verse) will . appear at the 
output (work out the truth 
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Fig. 2. You can easily make 
a NOR gate act like an 
inverter by connecting its 
inputs to the same signal (A). 
Coupling an inverting NOR 

gate to a plain NOR gate will 
cause it to act as an OR gate 
(B). By simply inverting its 
inputs (as shown in C), we 
can transform a NOR gate into 
an AND gate . 

table to convince yourself). 
Of course, you can com
bine such an inverter with a 
NOR gate to get an OR gate, 
as shown in Fig. 2B. 

As I mentioned before, a 
NOR is just an AND with inver
ted inputs. So if you invert 
the inputs to a NOR gate, 
you'll get a regular AND 

gate. The resulting circuit 
using only NOR gates is 
shown in Fig. 2C. We can 
take the process a step 
further by adding an inver
ter to the output to get a 
NAND gate (see Fig. 3). 

Building XOR and XNOR 
gates is a little trickier, so 
we'll just present the two 
circuits in Fig. 4. Note that 

the xoR circuit in Fig. 4A was 
implemented using five NOR 
gates. Thafs an unfortunate 
number of gates; most 
gates are available in IC 
packages that contain four 
gates each. That means 
you would need two IC's, 
but only use five out of the 
eight gates they provide. 

However, there is a way 
to use bnly four gates pro
vided that you have some 
really old TTL gates around. 
Some good candidates are 
the MC1010, MC1012, 
MC1210, and MC1212. Such 
gates use a negative 
power-supply voltage. They 
represent a logic high by a 
voltage a little less than 
zero volts, and a logic low 
with around - 2 volts. How
ever, if need be, such chips 
can be interfaced with 
modern circuits by con
necting their ground 
terminal to 5-volts, their sup
ply-voltage pin to the circuit 
ground, and using pull
down resistors at the out
puts. 

Those chips have a par
ticularly interesting 
property: you can OR two 
gate outputs by just tying 
them together! In practical 
terms, that means you 
could replace the circuit in 
Fig. 4A with the circuit in Fig. 
5. So you can implement 
an xoR gate with only one 
old quad NOR-gate chip 
and no waste. 

No presentation of NOI<
gate equivalents would be 
complete without mention
ing R-S latches. The simple 
R-S data latch is shown in 
Fig. 6A along with its truth 
table in Fig. 6B. A clocked 
version of the R-S latch is 
shown in Fig. 7 A and its 
truth table is presented in 
7B. Now lefs get to that 
maiL 
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Fig. 3 . By adding one more inverter, we can take or equivalent 
AND gate a step farther to turn it into an NAND gate. 
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Fig. 4 . The logic required to make an XOR is not only a little 
complex, it requires five gates, as shown in A . The logic required 
to make an XNOR gate from NOR gates is a little complex, but we 
show such a circuit in B. 

XOR GATE 

Fig. 5. If you use old TTL chips, you can fabricate an xoRfrom 
only four NOR gates . Note that the result of the two tied outputs is 
the OR of their .values. 

BURGLAR-ALARM 
UPGRADE 

I was pleasantly surprised 
to see my burglar alarm 
.mentioned in your columh.l 
designed it to work in my 
old apartment; I have 
moved now and brought 
the alarm with me. It has 
been ganged together with 
two more circuits of newer 
design. The three circuits 
form a modular security sys
tem, with each responsible 
for a particular zone. I have 
included a drawing of the 
new version (Fig. 8). It has 
the same features as the 

older one, but the design is 
"cleaner" and the parts are 
easier to find. 

The alarm sensors should 
be the normally-closed 
types, connected in series 
to the terminals labeled 
LOOP. With switch S1 closed, 
the alarm is disabled. The 
low that the switch provides 
to pin 13 on U1 keeps pin 11 
high. Diode 01 passes cur
rent to C2, keeping it 
charged. That applies a 
high to the inputs of a NAND 
gate connected as an in
verter. The low output of the 
NAND-gate inverter cuts Q1 
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THE MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITY 
OF THE 1990'S 

IF you are able to work with common small hand 
tools, and are familiar with basic electronics (i.e. able 
to use voltmeter, understand DC electronics). · . . . 
IF you possess average mechanical ability, and have a 
VCR on which to practice and learn ... . then we can 
teach YOU VCR maintenance and repair! 
FACT: up to 90% of ALL VCR malfunctions are due to 
simple MECHANICAL or ELECTRO-MECHANICAL 
breakdowns! 
FACT: over 77 million VCRs in use today nationwide! 
Average VCR needs service or repair every 12 to 18 
months! 
Viejo's 400 PAGE TRAINING MANUAL (over 500 pho
tos and illustrations) and AWARD-WINNING VIDEO 
TRAINING TAPE reveals the SECRETS of VCR mainte
nance and repair-"real world" information that is 
NOT available elsewhere! 
Also includes all the info you'll need regarding the 
BUSINESS-SIDE of running a successful service op-
eration! FREE INFORMATION 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-537-0589 
Or write to: Viejo Publications Inc. 

5329 Fountain Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 Dept. PE 
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Fig. 6. R-S data latches, like 
the one in A , are useful when 
you want to hold onto (latch) 
a binary value until you are 
ready to change it. Note that 
the circuit has a forbidden 
state (B). 

off. That keeps K1 in its de
activated position. With pin 
13 low. the state of the loop 
has no effect on the· output 
of the circuit. 

Opening 51 allows C1 to 
charge. The charging time 
of that capacitor provides 
you with some time to exit 
the house. You should 
check to see that LED1 is 
on, which indicates the 
loop is complete, before 
youleave.Afterabout22 
seconds, the charge on C1 
reaches the upper thresh
old value of U1. arming the 
alarm circuit. 

As long as the loop is 
closed, the bistable latch 
made of the cross-con
nected NAND gates keeps 
pin 11 high and C2 
charged. If the loop is 
opened, U1-a will place a 
low on pin 8, flipping the 
state of the bistable latch. 
Even if the loop is closed 
again, the circuit would re
main in the "flipped" state. 
With pin 11 now low. C2 
discharges through R3, 
which takes about 22 sec
onds (which gives you a 
chance to disable the 
alarm when you get home). 
When the lower threshold of 
U1-d is reached, its output 
will go high turning on Q1, 
which activates the relay. 
sounding the alarm. 

Close switch S1 to silence 
the alarm. That places a 
low voltage on p in 13, flip
ping the bistable and 
setting pin 11 high. Capaci
tor C2 charges quickly 
through diode 01. With C2 
charged, pin 4 goes low. 
cutting off transistor Q1. and 
relay K1 drops out silencing 
the alarm. 

-Gordon Reeder. 
Rolla, MO 

An excellent "re-think." As 
coincidence would have it 
I'm installing an alarm sys
tem in my home and this 
circuit will allow me to add 
more zones without much 
cost. Each circuit can be 
connected to its own loop 
of sensors (a zone), and all 
of the circuits can be con
nected to a single siren. 

For those interested, the 
inverter made from U1-a 
can be removed from the 
circuit if you wish to have a 
normally-open sensor loop. 
However. note that LED1 will 
be off until there is a 
breach of the zone. 

Note the similarity be
tween the NAND inverters 
and the NAND latch in this 
circuit and the NOR-gate 
versions we provided at the 
beginning of this month's 
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Fig. 7. This latch (A) is 
similar to the simple latch in 
Fig. 6A, but, as you can see 
from the truth table (B) , the 
circuit ignores any input 
until the C (clock) input is 
low. 
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